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Versal family of holomorphic vector bundles

on strongly pseudoconvex manifolds.

By Takao Akahori *

Introduction

The main purpose of the present paper is to establish the existence of a versal
family of holomorphic vector bundles on a compact strongly pseudo convex manifold.

M. Kurahishi develops a deformation theory of isolated singularities (V, x) via
deformation theory of the complex subbundle induced by the tangent bundle of
the differentiable manifold M=VnSc([2]). We shall here apply Kuranishi's method

to defor ations of holomorphic vector bundles on compact strongly pseudoconvex
manifolds in the sense of Tanaka.

In the case of a complex manifold, the operator which maps £ in A0(M. End
E) to Hf+d*G(cou$) in A0(M. End E) is Banach isomorphic at 0. But this is not

true in our case, for the harmonic operator H is not defined as in the case of
complex manifolds. Thus, we cannot use Banach inverse mapping theorem, and have
to rely on the inverse mapping theorem of Nash-Moser. But the inverse mapping

theorem of Nash-Moser does not preserve the analyticity in the parameter space.
Therefore, our discussion of the completeness is not complete. The author hopes
to improve this point in the near future.

Finally the author wishes to express his gratitude to Professors S. Nakano and
M. Kuranishi for their kind advices during the preparation of this paper.

§1. Partially complex manifolds and holomorphic vector budles.

Let M' be a complex manifold, and S' the subbundle of CTM' consisting of all
tangent vectors of type (1, 0) to M\ Then Sr satisfies the conditions:
(C. 1) CTM' = S'+ S' (direct sum);
(c. 2) [r(sf), ns()]cnn

where F(S') denotes the space of global differentiable sections of S\
Let M be a real submanifold of AT. For each ie M, we define a subspaceSx

of CTMXby

Sx=s;n ctmx

and assume that dimcSj is constant all oreM Then the union S= U Sr forms a
x(=M
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subbundle of CTM, and by <C. 1) and (C. 2) we have

(pc. 1) sns=o,

(PC. 2) [r(S), r(S)]ci(S),

Let M be a real manifold and S a subbundle of C(g)TM. Then S is called
a partially complex structure if S satisfies (PC. 1) and (PC. 2), and the manifold M
together with the structure S is called a partially complex manifold. Clearly the

notion of a partially complex manifold generalizes that of a complex manifold.
A complex vector bundle E over M is said to be holomorphic if there is given

a differential operator

dB:r(E)->r(E®s*)

satisfying the following conditions :

(HV. 1) X(fu)_=Xf'_u+fXu,_
(HV. 2) [X, Y]u=X- Yu- Y'Xu,

where u^FiE), /e CF(M) i. e. f is a C-valued differentiate function nn M, X, Y

Ye=r(S), and we put Z-u=dEu{Z\ Z<=r(S).
More properly, (E, dr.) is said to be a holomorphic structure.
Weput

C(M, E)=r(M, E®A(S)*)

and define differential operators

Si:c"(M, E) >cq+1(M,E)

by

idg?) (Xlt- •E -,'AVi) =I(-l)!-1Xt(<p (Xlt- -.,

,Xt,- •E ..Xq+l))+ E (-l)wg>([Xt,Xj\Xi,

.

Xit
,

Xj, Xq+l) ,

for all PGC'(M E) and Xt,•E •E 'Jf,+1er(S). Thus the collection{f'(M E),di\

gives a complex and we denote by Hq(M, E) the cohomology groups of this complex.

As for holomorphic vector bundles, we have the notions such as homomorphisms,

isomorphisms, the tensor products etc, which are all defined in natural manners. For

example, let E and F be two holomorphic vector bundles, then a bundle homomorphism

q>: E *F is called holomorphic if

X(<p{u))=<p{X-u) for «er(£), X<=r(S),
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and the tensor product E®F becomes a holomorphic vector bundle by the rule

X(u®v)-Xu®v+u®Xv for «eF{E), i>eF(F), *eF(S).

Now we shall formulate a deformation of a holomorphic vector bundle (£, dE).

The trio {/?, is, dE(r)) is said to be a deformation of the holomorphic vector
bundle (E, dE) if (R, E, dE{r)) satisfies the following 1) and 2).

1) R is. a germ of analytic set at the origin.
2) dE(r) is a family of operators from F(E) to F(E®{S)*) parametrized

analytically by the analytic space R, and (E, <9e( r)) is a holomorphic struc-
ture of E for each r.

Then, we can prove the following Theorem.

Theorem 1. 1. Let (R, E, 5c-(r)) be a deformation of (E, dK). Then corre-
sponding to this family, we can determine an element ateO')<= F{EndE® (S)*( such
that CUE(r) is holomorphic in i?, wb( 0)= 0, and jw£(r) satisfies the condition

d(EndEa)E{r)+ aiK(r)A 6>£(r)= 0.

Conversely, for any &i/?(r) which is holomorphic in R and satisfies coe(0)=zQ and

5"«c«rOte( ^) + (OfA?) A ft)g(r) = 0 , we can construct uniquely a deformation (R, E, dE( r))

of {E, 3e) associated with COE(r). (Here we fix the decomposition of C®TM=S®S
©F.)

Proof) Let (R, E, 8e(>')) be a deformation of the holomorphic vector bundle

(E, Be)- Then from assumptions (HV. 1) and (HV. 2), we can get the following

relations (HV. 1)' and (HV. 2)\

(HV. 1)' X(fu) = Xf' U+fXu,

(HV. 2)' [X, Y]u=XYu- YXu,

where x<BF{S), u<EF(E) and we put X-u=dE{r)u{X). We put (u£(r)=^(r) -

dE, then a»£(r) is an operator which maps F(EndE) into F{EndE®(S)*). Then,

from the assumption (HV. 1)'

(1. 1) dE(r) {fit) (X) =Xf- u+f<fE(r) u{X),

(1. 2) dE(Ju)(X) = Xf- u+fdRu(X).

And so from (1. 1) and (1. 2)

(1. 3) (dE(r)- dE) (fu) (X)=f(dE(r)- dE)u{X).

Hence

(1. 4) coe(r)ifu){X) =fOjE(r) u(X).

Thus we see that (oE(r) is an element in FiEndE®(S)*), and it is clear that it

satisfies the relation COE(0) = Q.

Now, we shall prove that <yE( r) satisfies the differential equation dklndE coE{ r)A
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COE(r)= Q. The operator dE{r)= dc+ (oEi.>') satisfies the condition (HV. 2)' :
(HV. 2)'

[X, Y]u=X- Yu-YXu

where X, FeT(S), Zu=dE(r) u(Z), useF(E).

The left hand side of (HV. 2)' becomes

(1. 5) dKu([X?])+(on(r)u([X, Y]),

when we write it down according to the definition, and the right hand side of

(HV. 2)' becomes

(1- 6) dE(dEu{ Y))(X)+ COE(r)(dEu{X)+ dE((oE(>') u( Y))(X)
+coAr)( E{r)u{Y))(X)-dE(dEu(X))( Y)-ojE{r)(dEu(^) Y)

-dE(COE(r) u(X))( Y)-wE{r)((oE(.r) u{X)){Y).

This can be rewritten as

(1. 7) dE(dEu(Y))(X)-dE(dEu(X))(F)+m(r){dEn{ Y)){X)

-COK(r)(dEu(X))(Y)+dE(a>E(r)u( Y))(X)- dE(COE(r)u(X))(Y)

+COE(r)(a)E(r)u( Y))(X)-coE{r)(wE(r)u(X))( F).

(E, dE) being a holomorphic vector bundle, the first term of (1. 7) is equal to

(1. 8) dE(dEu(Y))(X)-dE(dEu(X))( Y)=dEu([X, ¥}),

the second term

(1. 9) COE(r)A dEu(X,Y),

the third term

(1. 10) dE(COE(r)u)(X, Y)+COE(r)u([X, F]),

and the fourth term

(1. ll) (oAr)((oE(r)u)(X, Y).

And from the definiton of the holomorphic structure on EndE, we have the relation :

(1. 12) (dk\UE a)E(r))u= dE1)(COE(r)u)+ COE(r)(dEu).

Thus we can rewrite the expression (1. 7) as follows:

(1. 13) dEu([X, Y])+{MU <oE{r))u{X, Y)

+((oE(r)Aa)E(r))u(X,?)+o>E(r)u([X, Y]).

From (1. 5) and (1. 13)

(1, 14) (dk»dE o)E(r))u(X, Y)+((oe(r)A qje(r))u{X, Y)= 0
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for any u<=P(E), X, Y(=r(S).

From (1. 14) we have

(1. 15) WLe coAr)+ a>E{r)A COE(r)= 0.

Conversely, we will define dE(r) to be equal to dE+COE(r). It is clear that it

satisfies the relation (HV. 1) and (HV. 2). Q.E.D.

§ 2. Deformation and induced family.

Let (E, 3f.) and {E\ 8e.) be two holomorphic vector bundles on a partially

complex manifold M. {E, dE) and (£", Be.) is said to be equivalent if the following

condition is satisfied.

There exists a C°°-bundle isomorphism?> : £-åº £" such that the relation

X-p(u)=<p{X-u) for X^P(S) and UGT(E)

holds.

Now, we will define the induced family. Let (R, E, dE(r)) be a deformation of

(E, dE) and (/?', E\ df;<(r')) another deformation of (E, <9£), Let h be a holomorphic

map from R to R' such that h{0)=0'. We say that the map h induces (R,E,dE(r))

from (R't E\ dE-{r')) if it satisfies the following conditions:

1) There exists a family prof C°°-bundle isomorphisms from E to E' which is

analytic in r and satisfies <pa = id.

2) X'<pr{u)=<pr{X-u) for X^r(S) and n^F(E).
Theorem 2. 1 Let (E, dE) be a holomorphic vector bundle, and let {R, E, 5£(r)),

{R\ E\ dE,{r')) be deformations of (E, d"£). Let oji-(r) and coe.(>') be the elements

of r{EndE®{S)*) which are associated to {R, E, dE(r)) and (/?', E\ dE-(r')) respec-

tively.

Then the following statements 1 ) and 2 ) are equivalent to each other :

1) There exists a map h from R to #' and h induces {R,E, dE(r))iorm

(R\ E\ dE,(r)).

2) There exist a map h from R to R' and C°°-bundle isomorphism pr from Eto £"

which depends holomorphically in r such that the following relations hold :

Q)E-(h(?)) = Pr1 (Oe(r)<pr+ <PrX 8ehdE<Pr,

<Po=id.

Proof) We shall prove that the condition 1) implies the condition 2).

From the assumption, we have

dn'(r')= dE>+ a)E-(r') ,
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dE(r)-晶十唖(r),

and there exist　<pr which is holomorphic in r and a holomorphic map h from R tO

H'只11rh thai thp fniinwill打　dinarnm iq rnmmut只tiVP

Therefore, we get the following relation.

(2. 1) (dE+a>E(r)) vriu) (X)= vAdE'+aiE'(h(r))uiX)

u<=r(E), x^r(S).

From (2. 1), it follows that

{2. 2) 9>rl dE9r{u) (X)+ <pf} COr(u) (X)- dEu(X)

=o)Ah{r))u{X),

and

(2. 3) (dznUE<Pr)U{X)= M<PAU))(X)-<pr3eU(X).

From (2. 3) and (2. 2), it follows that

(2. 4) coFAh(r))u(X)=(<pr> dEndeVr)u(X)+ <frX wfA>å )&å (*<) (X),

hence

(2- 5) (i)E-(h(r))= <pTX (OeKr)<pr + <p^ dEndE<Pr•E

Conversely, it is clear that we can conclude (2. 1) from the relation (2. 5).

Hence 2) implies 1).
Q.E.D.

§3. Construction of a complete family

In this seetion and the next, we shall assume that M is a compact strongly
pseudo-convex manifold and dimRM=2n-1^5. Then we can use Kohn's harmonic
theory. (See Tanaka [1] for the details.)

We consider the set 0={co^F(M, EndE®(S)*) : di%dH co+qjAco^ 0d*,,dEco=0}

and try to prove that 0 forms an effective and complete family. We shall show that
a suitable neighborhood of 0 in 0 is parametrized by an analytic space. We will
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first show the next proposition.

Proposition 3. 1 If we denote by 0k the set of EndE®(S)*-valued forms co
of class C* with di-ldF, co+coAco-0 and d"|,IrfE<y=0, then 0k=<P for &^ 2.

Proof) We will abbreviate oWe as d. Any element o> in 0h satisfies the
condition (d*d+dd*)co+d*{ojAco)=0. As I I-d*d+dd* is hypo-elliptic, w is of

class O°. Hence co^0.
Q.E.D.

Now, we come to the main part of this section. First, we consider the set

¥= {co^f(M, EndE®{S)*) \ cod*N(COA cu)<=H0-1}, where Nis the Neumann operator

for | I-d *d+dd* and HOfi is the space of harmonic forms, then 0ctW. In fact,

any co in 0 satisfies the condition dco+coAco=0 and <9*oj=0. Then (d*d+dd*) qj

+d*{o>Aco)= 0. Therefore it satisfies the relation co-Hco+ d*N(CUA co)= 0, where

H is the harmonic projection. And so co+d*N(coAco)-Hco^H0A, therefore 0<zW.

Next we will show that W is parametrized by a suitable neighborhood of 0 in H0A.

In fact consider the map Fk;

Fk : Fk{M, EndE®{S)*)^co >co+d*N(coA<y)eA(A/. EndE®(S)*).

Then it is clear that Fk is complex Banach-analytic. The differential of F* at the

origin is clearly the identity map. Hence, by the inverse mapping theorem in Banach

manifolds, when we set W={sGJHr0>I, ||s||*<e} for a sufficiently small e, there is a

complex Banach-analytic map <j>k : W-+FkiM, EndE®(S)*) such that

Fk(fa(SS))=s for any s in W.

By sobolev's lemma and proposition 3. 1, fa(s) is of class C°°. We abbreviate <fik(s)

as 0(s). We recall we have the equality:

(3. 1) 4(s)+d*N(4(s)A<j>(s))=s for any s in W.

By the construction, it is clear the image of <j> covers a neighborhood of 0 in V in

the topology of A(M, EndE®(SY).

We now try to find a necessary and sufficient condition on s for 0(s) being

in 0. From the relation (3. 1), <J>{s) satisfies the following relation.

(3. 2) d<j>(s)+ dd*N(<f>(s)A <fi(s))= Q.

Then, we have by Hodge decomposition theorem that

(3. 3) difi(s)+ <f>(s)A 4>(s)=- del*N(4>(s)A0(s))+ </j(.s)A <f>(s)

=8*dN(4>(s)A<(>{s))+H(</>(s)A 4>(s))

=d*Nd(<t>(s)A <t>(s))+ H(</>(s)A <f>(s))-

Since the images of d*N and H are orthogonal, the above shnws that d$(s)+$(s)A$

{s)=0 if and only if H($(s)A.4>(s))=Q and 3*Nd($(s)A^(s))=0. We claim
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that the condition H((f>{s)A</>(s))= 0 implies d$6(s)+ 0(s)A</>(s)= 0.
In fact if we set £(s)=d(f>(s)+$(s)A4>{s), we have

(3. 4) $(s)=d*N(d<t>(s)A <t>(s)- <f>(s)A d<i>(s))

=d*N{($(s)-<fi(s)At(s))A4(s)-4(s)A(£(s)-Ms)))

=d*N($(s)A <t>(s)-<f>(s)A£(s)).

Therefore we have the following relation.

(3. 5) |£(s)|*£2C|£(s)U|0(s)U.

Hence, if we choose e so small that |^(s)|A<(4C)"1 for all s in W, we obtain
£(s)= 0.. Therefore H{<j>(s)A <}>($))= 0 is the necessary and sufficient condition for

0(s) being integrable, and the analytic space S=(5G lf; H{<j){s)A<f>(s))=0}

parametrizes 0.

S 4. Completeness

Now, we will prove 0={co: co<=F(M, EndE®(S)*), d*co=0 da>+<oA(o=0}

is complete in the C°° category. (What we actually want is the completeness in
the category of complex analiticity. In this sence the present discussion is not

complete. The author hopes to improve this point in the near future.) For this
purpose, we recall the inverse mapping.theorem of Nash-Moser.

The inverse mapping theorem of Nash-Moser

Let E and F be Frechet spaces, and let the topology of E and F be defined
by fundamental systems of seminorms on E and F bo h denoted by || ||5 for s6Z^
Let A be a map from E to F, then if A satisfies the following 1), 2), 3), A hasthe

inverse.
1) A(0)=0

2) There exist linear maps

A\x)\ E-^F

for x in a sufficiently small neighborhood of 0 in E with the following estimates:

There exist teZ+ and positive constants Cs depending on sG.Z+ such that

2-1) \\A(x+y)-A(x)-A\x)y\\s ^ Cs(\\y\\k+s +\\x\\k+s\\y\\k)\\y\U.

2-2) M'(^).v||s ^ Cs(|Lv|U+s +||^|U+s|Lv|U).

for x and y in E{sx, a)={x^E\ \x\S\<a], s, being independent of s.

3)A'(x) has the inverse D(x) such that:

\\D(x)y\\s ^ C;(\\y\\k,s + \\x\\k+s\\y\\k).
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To prove that 0 is complete in the Cm category, we must prove the following.
For any analytic space T and co(t)^P{M, EndE®{S)*) which is holomorphic in

T and satisfies the relations <y( 0)=G and do){t)+a)(t)/\(d.t)= 0, there exists g{t)
F(M, EndE) which is holomorpic in T and satisfies the relations £( 0 )= 0 and d*({l

+Ht)-lv(t)(l+Ht))+a+£(t)yi dt(t))= O.
In order to prove the above statement, we will take d*P{M, EndE®(S)*) as

E And we will put F=dF(M, EndE). Then E and F are Frechet spaces and E is
isomorphic to F.

In fact define L and R bv

L: t=<EE=d*F(M,EndE®(S)*) >d$<^F=dT(M, EndE),

R: y^F=dr(M, EndE) >d*Nr^E=d*F{M, EndE®{SY).,

then R-L-idE and L>R=idF.

Now, we prove that 0 is complete in the C" category. To prove this, it is

sufficient to show that the map A. from Ex T to Fx T is isomorphic at (0, 0),

where i:£xT9(f t) >(A(£, t), t)<EFxTis defined by

4(6 0=S3*M(l+£)-1 ffl(t) <l+£)+(l+*)-I 5£).

In fact, we restrict the inverse 4> of A to 0xT.

FxTZ)0XTE)(0, t) ^(0, t)=[£(t), t)(EExT.

Then g(t) satisfies the relation

dd*N{(i+Ht)ri a>(t)(i+t(t))+(i+$(t)yi de(t))= o.

And so

d*N({l+£(t)yl co(t) (l+Z(t))+(l+£(t))= 0.

We show that A satisfies the condition 1), 2), 3) of Nash-Moser.

It is clear that j\ satisfies the relation 1). We shall prove that ^4 satisfies the

condition 2-1), 2-2), 3). We shall compute A\x, t).

(4. 1) A(x+y, t)-A(xf t)= dd*N{(l+x+yyi co(t)(l+x+y)

+(l+x+y)~i d(x+y))- dd*N((l+x) ' <y(O(1+*)+(H-*)^1 dx).

From (H-s+jO"1 ={l+(l+x)~l y}^ (l+x)~l , we have the following relation.

(4. 2) A'(x, t)y=^*N(-(l+x)-1yil+x)-1 o(t) (l+x)+{l+x)-1 (o(t)y

-(l+x)~l yd+x)-* dx+d+x)'1 dy).

Lemma 4. 1 For any $^T(M, EndE®A(S)*), r?<=F(Mt EndE®A(S)*) and
Q($)<=F(M, End(End®A(S)*)) which depends on $ and j'($), we have ||Q(£)7ll«

^ Csll?IU+Cs'|£||m+S||?7IImi for any s^Z", where m, is a natural number independent
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of s.

For the proof see Kuranishi [2].

Lemma 4. 2 For any C°° functions a and / with compact supports, there exist

a constant c and an integer m such that

\\af\\s ^c\\a\\s \\f\\m+cs\\a\\m \\/\\m+s,

where || , ||s denotes the Sobolev s-norm.

For the proof see Kuranishi [2].
P -

Lemma 4. 3 For any $, r)<Er{M, EndE®A(S)*), we have

P -
where Q($, y) depends C° on $, y in P{End(EndE<8>A(5)*)).

For the proof see Kuranishi [2].

Now, we shall prove the relation 2-1). From (4. 1) and (4. 2), we have

(4. 3) A(x+y, t)-A(x, t)-A'(x, t)y

=dd*N(l+x+y) 1co(t) (l+x+y)+(l+x+y) ] d(x+y)-(l+x)-1 oj{t)

{l+x)-(\+xYl dx+{\+x)-xy{\+x)~l (o(t)(l+x)-(l+x)-1 co(t)y+

{l+x)-1y(l+x)~l dx-d+x)-* &y).

In order to estimate this, we will divide the right hand side of (4. 3) into two parts.

One part is:

(4. 4) i?d*N{{l+x+y) ' o)(t)(l+x+y)-(l+x) ' a>{t)(l+x)

+{l+*)-^(l+^)-' co(t) (l+ATj-d+x)"1 oAOy).

The other is:

(4. 5) dd*N((l+x+yyl d(x+y)-(l+x)-1 dx+(l+x) ly{l+x)~l dx-d+xr* By).

(4. 4) becomes

(4. 6) BPNM+x+y)-* co(t) (l+x+yWl+x)-1 co(t)(l+x)

+{l+x)~l y(l+x)-1 a>it)(l+x)-l(\+x)-a)(t)y)

^drNUa+x+y)-' coin-d+x)-1 <oit)+(l+xriyil+x)-* a>(t)}(l+x)

+{(l+x+y)-1 a>{t)-(l+x)-1 co(t)}y)

=dd*N((l+x) 1 y(l+x+y)-1yd+x)-1 w(t) (l+x)

-(1+x+y)-1 y{l+x)"l (o{t)y).

(4. 5) becomes
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(4. 7) dd*N((l+x+y) ld(x+y)-(l+xridx+(l-\~x)~ly(l+x)-ldx-(l+x)-1dy)

=dd*N({(l+x+y)-l-(l+x)-1+(l+x)-ly(l+x)-l}$x

+{{l+x+y)-l-(l+x)-l)dy)

^dd^Ndl+xy'yd+x+yr'yil+xy'dx-d+x+yy'yil+xy'dy).

From (4. 6) and (4. 7) we shall derive the inequality estimate 2-1).

By the first term of (4. 7), we have

(4. 8) lidd*N({l+x)-ly(l+x+y)-ly(l+xyl<rtt) d+*)||,

^Cs\\(a-\-x)-1y(l+x+yyiy(l-{-x.yico( t) (l+x)\\s

^C;|(l+x)-1y|j, ||(l+*+>)-I><l+x)-1a»(O (H-*)|II.

+C;|(l+*)-1y|lll|(l+*+y)-1y(H-x)-l(w(/) (l+x)|».,

(By lemma 4. 2).

While by lemma 4. 1, we have

(4. 9) \\(l+xyLy\\s<Cs\\y\U +a\\x\\m+s\\y\\m.

By lemma 4. 3, we have

(4. 10) |(l+*+j)-W+*)-1©<f) (l+*)|,

^Cs\\y\\m+s +C;\\x\Us\\y\\m.

And so by (4. 9) and (4. 10), we have

(4. ll) I^JVtd+xJ-^d+x+^rMl+^-'^O d+JtJi.

^ cs(Cs |;v||s+ c;||A;|^ Lv|U1) (cB2|biu+c;|uiuiLv|U)

+ cs(cmiMU+c^iixiu||y|U) (c^s |bl|2m+s+ c;+s ||x|2m^b'|U)

^ aibiu^blUH- c;||x|.MH|^|§M.

Therefore we have the inequality estimate 2-1). Similarly, we can derive that the

second term of (4. 6) satisfies the inequality estimate 2-1). We shall derive the
quantity (4. 7) satisfies the estimate 2-1). The first term of (4. 7) becomes

(4. 12) idd'Ndl+xyiyil+x+yyiyil+xyidx)^

£ Clil+x)-ly{l+x+y)-%ly[l+x)-ldxU

+ Cs \\U+xyiy(l+x+yy*\\m\\y(l+xyidx\\m+s.

While ||d+z)-1:yd+*+.v)~I||« has tlie following estimate.

(4. 13) B(l+*)-|Ml+*+J')|.
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< Cs\\y\\m+s +C:\\x\Us\\y\\m.

And

(4. 14) \\ya+xridx\\s ^ Cs\\y\\s+C;\\x\\m+s\\y\\m.

Therefore we have the following inequality by {4. ll), (4. 12), (4. 13) and (4. 14).

(4. 15) WdrNdl+xr'yd+x+yy'ya+x^dxms

^cs{cs ||y||OT+, H-c;|x|u+s |bll,«) (cm|biu+c;||^|Uib||OT)

+CACmy\\2u+czM*mlyU) iCm» \yl~,lxitm.ayim)

^ Cs\\y\\2m+s Iy\\2m+ C:||x\\2m+s ||y||L.

Therefore we have the inequality estimate 2-1) for the equation (4. ll).
Similarly we can prove that the second terra of (4. 7) satisfies estimate 2-1).
Now, we shall derive that A satisfies estimate 2-2). We shall study the

inequality estimate 2-2). From (4. 1), we have

(4. 16) A'(x, t)y=dd*N(-(l+xyiy(l+xrico(t) (l+x)+(l+xrio)(t)y

~(l+x)-ly(l+x)-ldx+(i+x)-ldy)

The first term of (4. 16) have the following inequality.

\\dd*N(-(l+x)-ly(l+x) eo(t) (l+x))\\8

^Cs\\y\\s+CB\\x\\m^\\y\\m (By lemma 4. 1).

Therefore we have that the first term of (4. 16) satisfies estimate 2-2). Similarly

we can prove that the second term and the third term of (4. 16) satisfies the estimate
2-2). The fourth term of (4. 16) have the follwoing estimate.

[{l+x)-ldyh

< Cs\\dy\\s+C:\\x\\^s\\dy\\m

^ cs |biu+ c;iu iu+s |blU,+i.

Therefore we have that A satisfies the inequality estimate 2-2).

Now, we shall prove that A satisfies estimate 3). From (4. 16), we have

(4. 17) A'(x, t)y=dd*N(-a+x)-iy(l+x)-1(o(t) (l+x)+(l+x)-lco(t)y

-(l+xrly(l+xyldx+(l+x) ldy)

=dd*N(d((l+xyly)+(tt+x)-iG)(t) (l+x)+

+(l+x)-ldx) (l+x)-ly-(l+x)-ly(l+xr
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Xa>(t) (l+XHU+xyidx)).

Now, we will define the operator K(x) from EndE to EndE as K{x)v=(l+.t)v.

(4. 18) A'(x, t) 'K(x)y=dd*N(dy+((ox)y-y(ajx)),

where w>x=(1+x)~lcu(t) {1+x)+(1+x)~ldx.

And we shall put the operator L and R as follows,

E=d*r{EndE® (5)*) 3>- > dy£i F=dr(EndE),

F=dr(EndE)=)Z ^-»PNZ^E=d*F{EndE®(5)*).

Then, by (4. 17) we have:

(4. 19) (A'(x, thK(xhR) (Z)=Z+dd*N((o»xAd*NZ-d*NZAco>x).

Then we have that the operator (A'(x, tYK(x)°R)(Z) from F=dF{EndE) to F=dF

(EndE) is isomorphic at 0. In fact, putting SXZ as Z+dd*N{a).x/\d*NZf\a>.x\ we

have the following relation :

(4. 19) \\(Sx-\ )Z\\si*2C\\a),xAd*NZ\\!i

^ ClmM\m\\d*NZ\\s+C;\\<oAUs \\B*NZ\\m.

While

(4. 20) HwxIUHlU+^tyUMl+JcJ+U+x) ldx\\m

^ Cm||^|U+C'w||a>(O |U •E

So, \\x\\m and ||a»(/)|OT being so small, Sx satisfies the condition of Proposition 8. 1 in

M Kuranishi [2]. Therefore Sx has the inverse Sr'.

A'(x)>K(xhR-S;l= idF.

Therefore, A'{x) has the inverse K(x) R°Sxi. So by lemma 4. 1, we have that A

satisfies estimate 3).
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